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Dutch response to U.S. demarche on Pakistani nuclear development, agreeing to cooperate fully. Foreign Minister van der Klaauw also express concern about less developed countries ("LDCs") that consider non-proliferation discriminatory.
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I called on Foreign Minister Van der Klaauw November 9 and made the oral points in para two and left a non-paper containing the points in para three ref tel. Van de Klaauw said he shared our thoughts on non-proliferation and has often spoken out on that subject. He also shares our concern regarding Pakistan. He believes former Prime Minister Bhutto was boasting but we cannot be sure.

2. He confirmed that the British have raised with him the question of controlling the export of inverters for a gas centrifuge enrichment facility. The MFA is working together with the Ministry of Economic Affairs and is talking to Dutch producers and is prepared to support the necessary amendments of the CoCOM list.

3. Van der Klaauw went on to say that a CTB will be important in this respect. During his recent visit to India, he said to the Indians that it would be important for them to adhere to the CTB in the future. The Indians were non-committal in secret.
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THEIR RESPONSE AND SAID ONLY THAT THEY WOULD HAVE TO STUDY THE MATTER.

4. VAN DER KLAUW CONTINUED THAT HE IS WORRIED ABOUT THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE IN 1985. HE SAID THAT IN HIS CONVERSATIONS WITH LOC REPRESENTATIVES, THEY CONTINUOUSLY RAISED THE DISCRIMINATORY ASPECTS OF THE NPT. UNFORTUNATELY MANY LOCs CONSIDER NUCLEAR POWER TO BE THE LATEST STATUS SYMBOL BECAUSE IT ILLUSTRATES THE HEIGHT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION AND TECHNOLOGY. IN ADDITION IT WOULD HELP THEM MEET THEIR VERY REAL ENERGY NEEDS AND THEY ASK WHY THEY, THE POORER COUNTRIES, SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM THE BENEFITS OF NUCLEAR POWERS. HE SAID THIS IS A PSYCHOLOGICAL QUESTION WHICH MUST BE ADDRESSED BY THE WEST.
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